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Car dependency USA

Then:  US Dustbowl, Grapes of Wrath, the first combination of poverty 

and car dependency.

Now: Jingle mortgages – dump the house, keep the car



The social democratic dream:
universal car ownership

What is wrong with the leader of a union wanting a nice 

house for each of his members to live in?  What is 

wrong with wanting a good standard of living for his 

wife and family, a good education for the children,  a 

Jaguar at the front door to take him to work and a Mini 

at the side to take his wife shopping?

Joe Gormley, NUM President, c1975



Solution to inequality?

Let everyone have a car!

» From the household car to the individual 

car

Let everyone drive!

» Getting a driving licence now one of key life 

events for young people (unlike voting...)



Defining car dependency
When normal activities (going to 

work/school/college; shopping; 

entertainment, socialising ) are 

impossible without a car.

Car dependency is not the same as 

widespread car ownership or car use.

Car dependency means choice is 

impossible

A car dependent city is built on the 

assumption that everyone uses a car



Why does it matter?

Car access (ownership) becomes a 

condition for participating in society

Thus, passing driving test becomes key 

life event (unlike voting...) for young 

people

BUT...



(1) Not everyone has a car

Jobstown Lusk Stepaside

% households

with no car

20.1% 8.1% 7.1%

Travel to work/ 

college:

Walk 16.1% 10.8% 4.2%

Car driver 37.7% 43.6% 43.9%

1970s, social

housing, low 

skill, high 

unemployment

2000s, private 

housing, sudden 

rise 

unemployment 

after 2008

2000s,

apartments, 

almost no 

unemployment

Source: Census 2011 Small Area Statistics

Young, old, disabled and even households...



(2) Constrained car ownership

People have to buy a car even though this 

is a financial strain:

‘We’d be alright if we didn’t have to have 

the car’

Rising car-purchase debt in parallel with 

mortgages



Travel to work: car owners only
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In our study of 12 areas in 

four cities, the Dublin 

working class area had the 

lowest level of household car 

ownership, but car owners 

most likely to drive to work



Dublin’s car dependency
(1) Urban sprawl:

» Most new homes away from public 

transport (Caulfield & Ahern 2014). 

– Also few local facilities, low walkability of 

areas...(no transit oriented development)

(2) Thin transport network:

Even in city core, transport is radial;

-Based on corridors (e.g. BusConnects!)

(3) Institutional weakness

No democratically accountable transport 

authority



New stratification

‘Peak car’ (Goodwin)?
» Stagnant or falling car usage amongst (relatively) affluent 

young; travel is within urban core (public transport) and 
between ‘world cities’ and holiday destinations (air travel)

» Electronic technologies replace car as linking technology

» Lower car ownership (and usage) in revived city centres

BUT continuing suburbanisation and car dependency 
for mass of population:
» ‘Walking or cycling to work from a warehouse apartment, 

drinking caffe latte in a sidewalk café, sociability rather than 
seclusion are the new urban ideals. Now it is the poor, 
marooned in far suburbs, who are most dependent on their 
cars, and most vulnerable to the rising costs of urban 
sprawl’ (Davison, 2004: 261 emphasis added) on Melbourne


